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IKZF1 polymorphisms are
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Abstract
Ikaros family zinc finger 1(IKZF1) encodes a lymphoid-restricted zinc finger transcription factor named Ikaros that regulates
lymphocyte differentiation and proliferation as well as self-tolerance. Increasing evidence indicates that IKZF1 could contribute to the
pathogenesis of autoimmune diseases. Recent research has provided evidence that IKZF1 might correlate with Systemic lupus
erythematosus (SLE), but no clear definition has been made yet. In this study, we focus on the relationship between IKZF1
polymorphisms and SLE susceptibility, cytokine levels, and clinical characteristics in the Chinese Han population.
One thousand seventy-six subjects, including 400 SLE patients and 676 healthy controls, were included in this study. Three single

nucleotide polymorphisms within IKZF1 containing rs4917014, rs11980379, and rs4132601 were genotyped in all subjects by an
improved multiplex ligation detection reaction technique. 143 subjects from SLE patients were randomly selected for testing the
levels of serum cytokines. The clinical characteristics of SLE patients were gathered and collated from medical records. The data
were analyzed mainly using SPSS20.0 (SPSS lnc., Chicago, IL).
Significant relationships were observed between rs4132601 and SLE susceptibility, CD40 ligand, and malar rash (P< .001,

P= .04, and P= .01, respectively). In addition, significant relationships were observed between rs4917014 and susceptibility,
granzyme B level, and hematological disorder in SLE (P= .005, P= .03 and P= .005, respectively).
The results further support that IKZF1mayhave an important role in the development and pathogenesis of SLE. AlleleGof rs4132601

and rs4917014 is related to a decreased risk of SLE occurrence and associated with clinical features in SLE patients, including CD40
ligand level, granzyme B level, malar rash, and hematological disorder, which play important roles in disease progression.

Abbreviations: CD40L = CD40 ligand, HGB = hemoglobin, IFN = Interferon, IKZF1 = ikaros family zinc finger 1, iMLDR =
improvedmultiplex ligation detection reaction, PLT= platelet, RBC=Red blood cell, SLE= systemic lupus erythematosus, SLEDAI=
systemic lupus erythematosus disease activity index, SNPs = single nucleotide polymorphisms, WBC = white blood cell.
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1. Introduction

Systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) is a chronic autoimmune
disease characterized by a large number of autoantibodies
generation, complement activation, and immune complex
deposition, which results in multisystem microvascular inflam-
mation, tissue damage, and potentially life-threatening multi-
organ failure.[1] Comparing with the general population, SLE
patients have nearly a 3-fold increased risk of death.[2] Although
SLE poses a severe threat to human health, the exact
etiopathology of SLE is not clear.
Genetic factors play essential roles in the etiology and

development of SLE.[3] Numerous genes associated with SLE
have been identified, mainly influencing lymphoid cell function,
dendritic-cell function and Interferon (IFN) signaling.[4] Ikaros,
encoded by ikaros family zinc finger 1(IKZF1), is one of the most
substantial transcription factors demonstrated in the control of
lymphocyte specification and differentiation. It widely expresses
in hematopoietic precursors and regulates lymphocyte differenti-
ation, proliferation, and self-tolerance through regulation of
B-cell, T-cell, and dendritic cell signaling, which are important to
maintain the immune system stability and avoid the occurrence of
autoimmune diseases.[5–8] With the development of genetic
studies, IKZF1 has been identified as risk loci for hematological
malignancies, solid tumors, and autoimmune diseases.[9,10]
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Meanwhile, several single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs)
such as rs11980379 and rs4132601 have also been identified as
the susceptible variants for some immune diseases such as
inflammatory bowel disease, Crohn disease and primary Sjoègren
syndrome.[11–13] Previous data implicated that the expression
levels of IKZF1 mRNA in SLE patients decreased significantly,
making IKZF1 a considerable factor in the characteristic cascade
of SLE.[14] Moreover, some studies suggested that IKZF1 might
be a candidate gene for SLE.[15,16] Meanwhile, IKZF1 rs4917014
may affect the genetic predisposition to SLE.[15,17] In short, a
reliable basis of data from different research is accumulating,
which provides support for the potential role of IKZF1
underlying SLE. Nevertheless, the exact role of IKZF1 in SLE
is remained to be further explored.
Therefore, IKZF1 is a promising topic of researches to

understand immune deficiency and autoimmunity diseases.
Besides, the hematological disorder is the most common clinical
symptom of SLE in China. Considering the vital role of IKZF1 in
the hematological system regulation, IKZF1 may contribute to
the etiology and clinical manifestation of SLE. In the present
study, we aim to explore the association between the IKZF1
polymorphisms rs4917014, rs11980379 and rs4132601, and
SLE in the Chinese Han population.
2. Methods

2.1. Participants

We recruited 400 SLE patients and 676 gender- and age-matched
health controls from 2014 to 2018 in West China Hospital. All
the 1076 subjects are Chinese and signed informed consents. The
included patients were first diagnosed in our hospital with
fulfilling SLE criteria 1997 released by the American College of
Rheumatology classification.[18] Drug-induced SLE patients and
patients who had received regular treatment with lupus-related
drugs were excluded. All included controls lived in the same area
with the patients and randomly invited to participate in the study.
Participants were considered healthy and included in the control
group when they did not disclose any autoimmune disorders,
chronic diseases, and endemic infectious diseases and had normal
blood test results. The blood tests included routine blood tests,
blood biochemical indexes tests, tumormarker tests, and immune
indexes tests. All the individual participants were uniquely
numbered to ensure complete information and personal privacy.
This study was approved by the Ethics Committee of West China
Hospital (No. 81601830) and conducted in the light of the 1975
Declaration of Helsinki. Informed consent was obtained from
every participant.

2.2. Patient information

We gathered and collated the patients’ information from medical
records including general information (age, gender) and clinical
characteristics (including disease duration, disease activity
(determined by the SLE disease activity index 2000 (SLEDAI-
2k))[19] and main symptoms such as malar rash, hematological
disorder (excluding drug factors, platelet (PLT)<100∗10^9/L or
white blood cell (WBC)<3∗10^9/L) and proteinuria). All the
patients were in the active stage with SLEDAI>4.

2.2.1. IKZF1 polymorphisms genotyping. 1 to 2mL EDTA
anti-coagulant blood was obtained from subjects, of which
200uL was used for Genomic DNA extraction by QuickGene
2

DNA whole blood kit S (QuickGene, FujiFilm, Japan). An
improved multiplex ligation detection reaction (iMLDR) tech-
nique (Genesky Biotechnologies Inc., Shanghai, China) was used
for all SNPs (rs4917014, rs11980379, rs4132601) genotyping.
The PCR programwas set as follows: 95 °C 2minute, 11 cycles�
(94 °C 20second, 65 °C to 0.5 °C/cycle 40second, 72 °C 1minute),
24 cycles� (94 °C 20second, 59 °C 30seconds, 72 °C 1.5minute),
72 °C 2minute, 4 °C after that. The ligation cycling program was
set as below: 95 °C 2minute; 38 cycles� (94 °C 1minute, 56 °C 4
minute), 4 °C hold. ABI 3730XL was conducted for genotyping
by loading a 0.5uL ligation product. Then GeneMapper 4.1
(AppliedBiosystems, Foster City, CA) was applied to analyze the
initial data. Meanwhile, 10% of total DNA samples were
randomly selected to sequence for confirming the iMLDR results.
2.3. Antibodies and cytokines testing

One hundred forty-three subjects from SLE patients were
randomly selected for testing the levels of serum cytokines
including interleukin-6, interleukin-17A, IFN-g, tumor necrosis
factor-a, CD40 ligand (CD40L), and granzyme B. All the 400
SLE patients were tested for othermarkers, including anti-nuclear
antibody (ANA), anti-double-stranded DNA antibodies, anti-
Smith antibodies, anti-ribonuclear protein antibody, anti-SSA/
anti-SSB antibody, anti-ribosomal protein antibody, and routine
blood test (including Red blood cell (RBC), hemoglobin (HGB),
PLT, and WBC).

2.3.1. Laboratory assays. R&D Human Inflammation Assays
were used for cytokines detection. Autoantibodies of all the SLE
patients were tested by indirect immunofluorescence reagent kits
(Euroimmun, Germany). Routine blood test (including RBC,
HGB, PLT, and WBC) was analyzed by full-automatic blood
analyzer (Sysmex, Japan). All the tests were conducted based on
manufacturers’ instruction.
2.4. Statistical analysis

The software “PS: Power and Sample Size Calculation” was
applied for Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium appraising for each
polymorphism. Haploview software package (version 4.2, Mark
Daly’s lab, Boston) was used for polymorphisms linkage
disequilibrium exploring.[20] Statistical Package for the Social
Sciences version 20.0 (SPSS, SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL) was applied
for all statistical analyses. The student t test or Mann–WhitneyU
test was appropriately used to compare demographic and clinical
data between groups. For the allele case-control comparisons,
Pearson Chi-squared test or Fisher exact test was used. The odds
ratio (OR) and 95% Confidence Interval (CI) were figured out to
estimate the association of SNPs with susceptibility and
development. When the 2-sided P-value was less than .05, the
results were considered to be statistically significant.
For the case and control comparison, we used some analytic

methods: dominant model (TG/TC+GG/CC vs TT), recessive
model (GG/CC vs TT+TG/TC), allele frequency distribution
(allele T vs allele G/C).
3. Results

3.1. Characteristics of the subjects

Table 1 presents the primary demographic and clinical character-
istics of all participants. Two groups of subjects, namely SLE



Figure 1. Linkage disequilibrium evaluation for ikaros family zinc finger 1 single
nucleotide polymorphisms in 1076 individuals. The linkage disequilibrium plot
shows r2 values between each pair of single nucleotide polymorphisms.
Rs11980379 and rs4132601 were in complete linkage disequilibrium (black
squares, r2=1.00).

Table 1

Demographic and clinical characteristics of subjects.

Characteristics SLE patients Controls P-value

Number of subjects 400 676
Age, mean±SD (yr) 36.33±12.99 36.40±12.48 .94
Male (%)/Female (%) 41 (10.25)/

359 (89.75)
7 (11.09)/
60 (88.91)

.67

Disease duration (mo) 36.0 (5.25–84.00)
SLEDAI, mean±SD 15.51±7.54
Arthritis (N(%)) 103 (25.75%)
Proteinuria (N(%)) 340 (85.00%)
Neurological disorder (N(%)) 46 (11.50%)
Haematological disorder (N(%)) 129 (32.25%)
Lupus nephritis (N(%)) 254 (63.50%)
Malar rash (N(%)) 159 (39.75%)
Pleuritis (N(%)) 125 (31.25%)
Pericarditis (N(%)) 125 (31.25%)
ANA-positive (N(%)) 386 (96.50%)
dsDNA-positive (N(%)) 260 (65.00%)
Sm-positive (N(%)) 175 (43.75%)
RNP-positive (N(%)) 217 (54.25%)
SSA-positive (N(%)) 260 (65.00%)
SSB-positive (N(%)) 68 (17.00%)
RIB-positive (N(%)) 132 (33.00%)

-, data was not available.
ANA = anti-antinuclear antibodies, dsDNA = anti-double-stranded DNA antibodies, RIB = anti-
ribosomal antibodies, RNP = anti-ribonuclear protein antibody, SD = standard deviation, SLE =
systemic lupus erythematosus, SLEDAI = systemic lupus erythematosus disease activity index, Sm =
anti-Smith antibodies, SSA = anti-SSA antibodies, SSB = anti-SSB antibodies.
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patients, and controls with 400 and 676 subjects, were
interviewed. The mean ages were 36.33 and 36.40 years,
respectively, in SLE patients and controls. The female percentages
were 89.75 in SLE patients and 88.91 in controls. The 2 groups
matched adequately in age and gender (P= .935 and P= .666,
respectively). The disease-related information was shown for the
patients. The disease duration ranged from 5.25 to 84 months,
and the mean of SLEDAI score that responses disease activity was
15.51. The positive percentages of various marker antibodies
were: anti-nuclear antibody (96.50%), anti-double-stranded
DNA antibodies (65.00%), anti-Smith antibodies (43.75%),
ribonuclear protein antibody (54.25%), anti-SSA antibodies
(65.00%), anti-SSB antibodies (17.00%), anti-ribosomal anti-
bodies (33.00%). In addition, the patients had multiple clinical
symptoms, the proportion of which appeared as: arthritis
(25.75%), proteinuria (85.00%), neurological disorder
(11.50%), haematological disorder (35.25%), lupus nephritis
(63.50%), Malar rash (39.75%), pleuritic (31.25%), pericarditis
(31.25%).
3.2. Genotyping and linkage disequilibrium evaluation

IMLDR method was used for the 3 SNPs (rs11980379,
rs4132601, rs4917014) genotyping of all subjects in this study.
All the detections obtained effective results, which were in
complete accordance with the results from the randomly selected
samples’ direct sequencing. No significant deviation was found in
the analysis of Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium (HWE).
Haploview was applied for Linkage disequilibrium evaluation,

which shows that rs11980379 and rs4132601 were in complete
linkage disequilibrium (Fig. 1). Accordingly, to avoid repetitive
results, the analyses except susceptibility analysis were not
carried out on the rs11980379.
3

3.3. Association between IKZF1 SNPs and SLE
susceptibility

Table 2 provides the allele and genotype frequencies of IKZF1
SNPs (rs4132601, rs11980379, and rs4917014) in the SLE
patients and controls.
There were statistical differences between SLE patients and

healthy subjects in genotype distributions of rs4132601 and
rs11980379 (dominant model, OR=0.67, 95%CI=0.50–0.89,
P= .006; recessive model, OR=0.48, 95%CI=0.26–0.91, P
= .02; allelic model, OR=0.65, 95%CI=0.50–0.84, P< .001).
Significant difference was also found in the genotype distribution
of SNP rs4917014 between the 2 groups (dominant model, OR=
0.65, 95%CI=0.51–0.83, P< .001; allelic model, OR=0.75,
95%CI=0.62–0.92, P= .005).
3.4. Association between IKZF1 SNPs and cytokines in
SLE patients

Figures 2 and 3 illustrate the correlation analyses between IKZF1
polymorphisms and cytokine levels in 143 SLE patients. For
rs4132601, there were 98 TT genotype carriers, 32 GT genotype
carriers, and 13 GG genotype carriers. A significant difference
was found in the serous level of CD40L of different genotype
carriers, and GG genotype carriers had the highest level (P= .04).
The analytical results also showed that the IKZF1 rs4917014 TT
genotype correlated with a reduced level of granzyme B in SLE
patients (P= .03). No significant difference was found between
IKZF1 SNPs (rs4132601 and rs4917014) and the other cytokine
levels in SLE patients (P> .05).
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Table 2

Genotype distributions of ikaros family zinc finger 1 in systemic lupus erythematosus patients and controls.

SLE (n=400) Controls (n=676)

SNPs Model Genotype N Frequency (%) N Frequency (%) OR (95%CI) P-value

rs4132601 Dominant TT 316 79.00 483 71.45 1
GG+TG 84 21.00 193 28.56 0.67 (0.50–0.89) .006

Recessive TG+TT 387 96.75 632 93.49 1
GG 13 3.25 44 6.51 0.48 (0.26–0.91) .02

Allelic T 703 87.88 1115 82.47 1
G 97 12.13 237 17.53 0.65 (0.50–0.84) < .001

rs11980379 Dominant TT 316 79.00 483 71.45 1
CC+TC 84 21.00 193 28.56 0.67 (0.50–0.89) .006

Recessive TC+TT 387 96.75 632 93.49 1
CC 13 3.25 44 6.51 0.48 (0.26–0.91) .02

Allelic T 703 87.88 1115 82.47 1
C 97 12.13 237 17.53 0.65 (0.50–0.84) <.001

rs4917014 Dominant TT 226 56.50 309 45.71 1
GG+TG 174 43.5 367 54.29 0.65 (0.51–0.83) <.001

Recessive TG+TT 368 92.00 617 91.27 1
GG 32 8.00 59 8.73 0.91 (0.58–1.43) .68

Allelic T 594 74.25 926 68.49 1
G 206 25.75 426 31.51 0.75 (0.62–0.92) .005

Significant P-values (<.05) are highlighted in bold.
SNPs = single nucleotide polymorphisms, SLE = systemic lupus erythematosus, N = number, OR = odds ratio, CI = confidence interval.
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Figure 2. Association between ikaros family zinc finger 1-rs4132601 genotype
erythematosus patients with different genotype of ikaros family zinc finger 1-rs4132
TG genotype 4.72(2.60,9.54) and GG genotype 3.21(1.55,13.98), P= .48. (B) IL-1
GG genotype 2.48 (2.18, 3.96), P= .69. (C) IFN-g (pg/mL): TT genotype 5.16 (5.16
P= .48. (D) TNF-a (pg/mL): TT genotype 5.44 (2.97, 10.57), TG genotype 5.44 (2
genotype 3.64 (2.20, 5.24), TG genotype 2.89 (2.06, 4.34) and GG genotype 5.46
TG genotype 8.49 (3.74, 23.13) and GG genotype 6.85 (4.36, 23.11), P= .69. T

4

distribution and cytokines in SLE patients. Cytokines in 143 systemic lupus
601 (98 TT, 32 GT and 13 GG). (A) IL-6 (pg/mL): TT genotype 3.81 (2.3, 7.14),
7A (pg/mL): TT genotype 2.33 (2.18, 3.96), TG genotype 2.18 (0.55, 3.96) and
, 11.99), TG genotype 6.87 (1.75, 10.28) and GG genotype 5.16 (1.75, 11.14),
.13, 10.18) and GG genotype 4.22 (2.55, 9.18), P= .71. (E) CD40L(ng/mL): TT
(3.17, 7.61), P= .04. (F) Granzyme B (pg/mL): TT genotype 6.85 (3.95, 15.02),
he results represent the median and interquartile of cytokines levels.



Figure 3. Association between ikaros family zinc finger 1-rs4917014 genotype distribution and cytokines in systemic lupus erythematosus patients. Cytokines in
143 SLE patients with different genotype of ikaros family zinc finger 1-rs4917014 (86 TT, 46 GT and 11 GG). (A) IL-6 (pg/mL): TT genotype 4.41 (2.30, 9.47), TG
genotype 3.51 (2.30, 5.78) and GG genotype 6.84 (1.40, 9.74), P= .36. (B) IL-17A (pg/mL): TT genotype 2.18 (1.37, 3.96), TG genotype 2.18 (2.18, 3.96) and GG
genotype 3.96 (2.33, 3.96), P= .62. (C) IFN-g (pg/mL): TT genotype 5.16 (5.16, 11.99), TG genotype 5.16 (2.61, 8.58) and GG genotype 8.58 (3.46, 13.70), P= .40.
(D) TNF-a (pg/mL): TT genotype 5.03 (2.13, 12.21), TG genotype 5.84 (3.71, 7.93) and GG genotype 4.63 (2.13, 5.44), P= .82. (E) CD40L (ng/mL): TT genotype
3.56 (2.06, 4.70), TG genotype 4.13 (2.62, 6.14) and GG genotype 3.04 (2.09, 4.96), P= .40. (F) Granzyme B (pg/mL): TT genotype 8.49 (5.19, 23.13), TG
genotype 6.85 (3.53, 13.4) and GG genotype 3.53 (1.85, 13.4), P= .03. The results represent the median and interquartile of cytokines levels.
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3.5. Association between IKZF1 SNPs and clinical
characteristics in SLE patients

Table 3 presents the analysis results about the influence of IKZF1
SNPs on clinical symptoms in SLE patients. Significant
associations were found both in rs4132601 and malar rash
(P= .01) and rs4917014 and hematological disorder (P= .005).
The patients with the GG genotype of rs4917014 had a lower
frequency of hematological disorder than the patients with TG
and TT genotype. No Statistical difference was found between
IKZF1 SNPs and other clinical characteristics, including lupus
nephritis, neurological disorder, arthritis, proteinuria, pleuritis,
pericarditis in SLE patients (all P> .05).
Moreover, the analysis of the association of the SNPs with

specific hematological parameters is depicted in Table 4. IKZF1
rs4917014 was significantly associated with the level of RBC
(P= .02), HGB (P= .01), and PLT (P= .02), but not related to the
level of WBC (P> .05). No significant difference was observed
between rs4132601 and all hematological index (P> .05).

4. Discussion

As one of the most prototypic and complex autoimmune diseases,
SLE is characterized by various autoantibody production,
complement activation, immune complex deposition, and tissue
damage. It is a pathological condition that can lead to
incapacitation and decrease life expectancy. Comparing with
5

the general population, people suffering from SLE have nearly a
3-fold increased risk of death.[1,2] Although SLE’s pathogenesis is
unclear, the view that environmental, and genetic factors
influence the disease has been widely accepted.[21] In the past
few decades, a variety of genetic factors associated with SLE have
been identified. Notably, more than 20 robust susceptibility loci
and genes of SLE have been identified by numerous genome-wide
association studies in European populations.[22–25] Meanwhile,
the incidence and prevalence of SLE vary markedly among
different ethnic or geographical people, which suggests the
genetic heterogeneity is vital for SLE risk.[26,27] Therefore, the
study about SLE susceptibility genes and loci in non-European
populations is necessary. In this study, we identified 2 SNPs,
rs4132601, and rs4917014 of IKZF1, associating significantly
with SLE susceptibility in the southwest China Han population.
According to the results, the allele G of both 2 SNPs correlated
with reduced susceptibility to SLE. As far as we know, no report
demonstrating the association between these IKZF1 SNPs and
SLE in the Chinese Han population has been made. Many
previous studies have reported that some IKZF1 SNPs were
associated mainly with Leukemia[28,29] and some autoimmune
diseases such as inflammatory bowel disease, Crohn disease and
primary Sjoègren syndrome.[11–13] In this study, we observed that
IKZF1 is one of SLE susceptibility genes in the southwest China
Han population, providing the support that IKZF1may correlate
with many autoimmune diseases susceptibility.
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Table 3

Association between ikaros family zinc finger 1 polymorphisms and clinical characteristics in systemic lupus erythematosus patients.

Clinical characteristics
of SLE

rs4132601 rs4917014

Genotype (N(%)) Genotype (N(%))

TT TG GG P-value TT TG GG P-value

Lupus nephritis + 208 (81.9%) 39 (15.4%) 7 (2.8%) .17 150 (59.1%) 88 (34.6%) 16 (6.3%) .18
� 108 (74.0%) 32 (21.9%) 6 (4.1%) 76 (52.1%) 54 (37.0%) 16 (11.0%)

Neurological disorder + 39 (84.8%) 5 (10.9%) 2 (4.3%) .41 28 (60.9%) 14 (30.4%) 4 (8.7%) .75
� 277 (78.2%) 66 (18.6%) 11 (3.1%) 198 (55.9%) 128 (36.2) 28 (7.9%)

Haematological disorder + 99 (76.7%) 25 (19.4%) 5 (3.9%) .73 84 (65.1%) 42 (32.6%) 3 (2.3%) .005
� 217 (80.1%) 46 (17.0%) 8 (3.0%) 142 (52.4%) 100 (36.9%) 29 (10.7%)

Arthritis + 81 (78.6%) 19 (18.4%) 3 (2.9%) .96 62 (60.2%) 34 (33.0%) 7 (6.8%) .66
� 235 (79.1%) 52 (17.5%) 10 (3.4%) 164 (55.2%) 108 (36.4%) 25 (8.4%)

Proteinuria + 269 (79.1%) 60 (17.6%) 11 (3.2%) .99 193 (56.8%) 121 (35.6%) 26 (7.6%) .82
� 47 (78.3%) 11 (18.3%) 2 (3.3%) 33 (55.0%) 21 (35.0%) 6 (10.0%)

Malar rash + 116 (73.0%) 39 (24.5%) 4 (2.5%) .01 93 (58.5%) 54 (34.0%) 12 (7.5%) .81
� 200 (83.0%) 32 (13.3%) 9 (3.7%) 133 (55.2%) 88 (36.5%) 20 (8.3%)

Pleuritis + 96 (76.8%) 25 (20.0%) 4 (3.2%) .73 72 (57.6%) 45 (36.0%) 8 (6.4%) .73
� 220 (80.0%) 46 (16.7%) 9 (3.3%) 154 (56.0%) 97 (35.3%) 24 (8.7%)

Pericarditis + 97 (77.6%) 25 (20.0%) 3 (2.4%) .62 66 (52.8%) 51 (40.8%) 8 (6.4%) .29
� 219 (79.6%) 46 (16.7%) 10 (3.6%) 160 (58.2%) 91 (33.1%) 24 (8.7%)

a) Significant P-values (<.05) are highlighted in bold;
b) “+”, with the clinical characteristic; “-”, without the clinical characteristic.
N = number, SLE = systemic lupus erythematosus.
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Meanwhile, significant associations were observed between
rs4132601 and the serum level of CD40L and malar rash in SLE
patients. Comparing to TT and TG genotype carriers, the patients
with GG genotype had higher CD40L concentration. As a
member of the tumor necrosis factor superfamily, CD40L
participates in B cell differentiation, isotype switching and
germinal center formation by engaging with its receptor CD40 on
B cells, which plays a central role in the induction of immune
responses.[30] CD40 and CD40L interactions are thus considered
to be one of the central mechanisms in autoimmune development.
In SLE, B cells and monocytes express CD40L aberrantly. During
the active stage of SLE, CD40L is abnormally overexpressed by
CD4+T and CD8+T cells.[31] Preclinical studies showed that
transgenic mice ectopically expressing CD40L on B cells
developed lupus-like disease. Meanwhile, lupus-prone NZB/W
mice delayed the onset of symptoms. They improved the survival
by treating with an anti-CD40Lmonoclonal antibody, suggesting
the suppression of CD40 and CD40L interactions probably
contribute to the amelioration of lupus-like disease.[32,33]

Considering that the patients with rs4132601 GG genotype
had a significantly higher CD40L concentration, IKZF1 might
affect SLE’s development by maintaining high levels of CD40L. It
probably provides new targets and ideas for the treatment. It is
Table 4

Association between ikaros family zinc finger 1 polymorphisms and

RBC HBC

SNPs Genotype Mean±SD, 10^12/L P-value Mean±SD, g/L P

rs4132601 TT 3.8±0.8 .28 110.1±22.9
TG 4.0±0.8 .11 114.5±23.5 .1
GG 3.9±0.9 .72 111.2±28.6 .8

rs4917014 TT 3.8±0.8 .02 111.4±22.2
TG 3.7±0.7 .19 107.8±23.7 .1
GG 4.2±0.8 .03 121.4±24.8 .0

HGB = hemoglobin, PLT = platelet, RBC = red blood cell, SD = standard deviation, SNPs = single n
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somewhat interesting that rs4132601G seems associated with an
increased risk of development but a decreased risk of SLE
occurrence. Some other researches showed similar phenomena.
For instance, the female is more susceptible to SLE, while female
patients of SLE commonly suffered less severe disease state than
male patients of SLE. Some studies deduced that higher
accumulations of genetic load are required for males than
females in disease occurrence.[34,35] The different faces of IKZF1-
rs4132601 in SLE do not have a clear definition. Whether the
phenomenon is associated with complex immune microenviron-
ment and gene-gene interactions is worth studying further.
What’s more, a statistical correlation was found between

rs4917014 and the serum level of granzyme B and hematological
disorder in SLE. The patients carrying GG genotype had a
significantly lower granzyme B level than patients with TT and
TG genotypes. Extracellular granzyme B is thought to participate
in SLE’s pathogenesis by cleaving autoantigens resulting in the
formation of immunogenic neoepitopes and leading to the
formation of pathogenic autoantibodies.[36,37] Since rs4917014
allele G was associated with a lower granzyme B level and a
decreased risk of SLE susceptibility, we presume that IKZF1
rs4917014 may influence disease occurrence by preventing the
overexpression of granzyme B.
hematological index in systemic lupus erythematosus patients.

PLT WBC

-value Mean±SD, 10^9/L P-value Mean±SD,10^9/L P-value

.36 164.3±82.0 .92 6.1±3.4 .57
5 166.9±76.3 .81 6.3±2.8 .67
7 172.2±81.8 .73 7.1±4.6 .32

.01 155.5±73.3 .02 6.0±3.4 .31
5 175.2±91.6 .02 6.3±3.3 .37
2 186.4±72.8 .04 6.9±2.9 .16

ucleotide polymorphisms, WBC = white blood cell.
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The result that the rs4917014 minor allele G was associated
with a decreased risk of hematological disorder for SLE patients
was notable. IKZF1 was known for encoding ikaros which
regulate immune cell development and homeostasis.[8] In adults,
ikaros Expression is restricted mostly to lymphopoietic tissues
such as spleen, thymus, and peripheral blood leukocytes.[38,39]

Further analysis in this study showed that the genotype of
rs4917014 was significantly associated with the level of RBC,
HGB, and PLT, providing support for that IKZF1 rs4917014
might participate in the development of SLE by influencing the
hematological indicator levels. Other evidence suggested that
ikaros is essential in the regulation of critical pathways. For
example, it regulates numerous signal activators and transducers,
including IFN-a producers, playing important roles in immune
regulation.[16] At the same time, some studies have identified the
rs4917014 is one of the expression quantitative trait loci of
IKZF1. It contributes to the down-regulation of complement gene
and up-regulation of the type 1 interferon gene, both of which are
marks in SLE pathophysiology.[40] Therefore, IKZF1 rs4917014
polymorphisms may influence the occurrence and development
of SLE by regulation of type 1 IFN and complement. It is almost
certain that a compelling genetic association runs between these
transcription factors and the immune dysfunction associated with
SLE.[41–45]

However, there are several potential limitations to this study.
Firstly, this is a single-center study with a limited number of cases
and population. Secondly, although only the patients diagnosed
for the first time were included, the influence of previously
administered medications on clinical manifestations could not be
completely excluded. Lastly, this study focused on the relation-
ships between IKZF1 polymorphisms and susceptibility as well as
clinical symptoms of SLE, but no more in-depth study on the
mechanism or pathway. Given these limitations, what we have
found in this study should be interpreted prudently. Furthering
studies in larger sample sizes and other ethnic populations are
required to confirm the observations in this study. The study
concentrated on the mechanism of IKZF1 genetic variants in
SLE’S pathogenesis should also be conducted in vitro and in vivo.
Despite these limitations, our study identified that 2 common

variants (rs4132601 and rs4917014) of IKZF1 are associated
with the susceptibility to SLE in the Chinese Han population.
Furthermore, these 2 SNPs correlated with the inflammatory
cytokines and clinical manifestations in SLE patients, which
probably contribute to the development of the disease. According
to the results, we illustrated that allele G of IKZF1 rs4132601
was associated with decreased SLE’s susceptibility and increased
risk of SLE’s development. The allele G of IKZF1 rs4917014
correlated with decreased SLE’s susceptibility and reduced risk of
hematological disorder in SLE patients. This study may provide
evidence for the amelioration of our understanding of the exact
role of IKZF1 in the pathogenesis of autoimmune diseases.
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